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Vulcan is developing the Zero Carbon Lithium project in the Upper Rhine Valley, Germany.
The 40ktpa lithium hydroxide/73MW geothermal energy project has the largest
lithium resource in Europe (>100 years in Resource at nameplate), is expected to have
first quartile operational costs (US$3,142/t) and is favorably located to be a flagship
project in Europe's transition to electrified transportation. Vulcan has a strong balance
sheet and a high-quality team to deliver the project. We expect first production in 2025
and at nameplate capacity, estimate VUL will generate an annual EBITDA of A$1bn. Our
base case generates a NAV of A$3,687m; our price target of A$15/sh is set at a 50%
risk weighting to NAV; initiate with a SPECULATIVE BUY (0.41x P/NAV).
Introducing the Zero Carbon Lithium project
We believe the Zero Carbon Lithium project represents an untapped lithium resource class
which will be needed to meet expected lithium demand over the long term. The project
proposes to use an innovative approach, extracting hot brines to generate geothermal
power, then use Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE) and electrolysis to produce batteryquality lithium hydroxide. Vulcan intends to develop the project over two phases and is
currently piloting the DLE process before it delivers a DFS in 2022.
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Priced as of close of business 13 April 2021
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited has received
a fee as Joint Lead Manager to the Vulcan Energy
Resources Limited Capital Raising announced 2
February 2021.

Vulcan is planning on using Direct Lithium Extraction technology in its process at the Zero
Carbon Lithium project. It involves the direct removal of lithium ions from solution
without pre-enrichment of brine. DLE technologies are not widely deployed in industry
but the process has been used in Argentina for several decades. While not a fix all, DLE
can enable commercialisation of lower-grade deposits, a reduced environmental footprint,
improved product quality and lower costs. Vulcan has partnered with DuPont to access its
DLE technology solutions and will pilot the process throughout 2021. We believe DLE
may offer a solution to the significant growth that the lithium industry will need to deliver
to meet demand over the next decade.
Carbon pricing mechanism to benefit project economics
Vulcan expects the Zero Carbon Lithium project to generate no CO2 in the production of
lithium hydroxide, differentiating it in the global market, which ranges between 3-15kg
CO2/kg LCE. We believe this will translate to a price premium for Vulcan's product of
US$300/t. The recent Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism being proposed by the EU
shows the intent to implement tariffs on high-CO2 products in an effort to normalise the
chemical market between high and low emission jurisdictions.
EU policy driving the supply chain but limited options to deliver lithium volume
The EU is rapidly developing its LiB supply chain with over 700GWh of battery
manufacturing capacity planned to be built by 2030. Driving the transition are increasing
emission standards; we calculate European OEMs need to lift EV penetration to 19% in
2021, 40% in 2025 and 67% by 2030 to meet these standards and avoid significant fines.
By 2030, Europe would be consuming c.700ktpa of LCE; however, in assessing supply,
we expect only 15% of this might be locally sourced (Fig. 64). This places Vulcan in a
strong position to attract investment and incentivisation to bring on production, in our
view. Vulcan has partnered with EIT Innoenergy (an EU-backed coordinating body)
to provide assistance in legislative support, financing and offtake agreements.
Valuation and recommendation
Our price target is set in line with our NAV with a 50% risk weighting. We use a long-term
price of US$15,300/t for lithium hydroxide, 8% discount rate for its lithium business and
5% for its energy business, and a 35-year project life.

Canaccord Genuity is the global capital markets group of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. (CF : TSX)
The recommendations and opinions expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal, independent and objective
views about any and all the companies and securities that are the subject of this report discussed herein.
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Figure 1: EU fleet emission targets (green dots) force
automakers to lift EV sales or they will be fined. We do
not anticipate this being achieved in the near term, but
our long-term forecasts align with the policy settings.
This should maintain the EU as the largest EV market
until 2026

Figure 2: We expect lithium demand to rise in Europe to
+700ktpa by 2030 but it will likely be drastically short lithium
materials to feed its emerging battery production capacity. We
believe a step change in technology, development and
incentivisation (and/or high prices) will be required to meet
local demand

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association, Rho Motion, CGe

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Figure 3: We expect Vulcan to deliver and ramp up the
Zero Carbon Lithium project (40ktpa lithium hydroxide
and 73 MW geothermal power) as several small plants,
delivered over two phases

Figure 4: We forecast Vulcan generating EBITDA of c.A$1bn
from 2028 once nameplate is reached. We use NPV to value
VUL but a multiple in the late 2020’s would be applicable
(current comps trading on 15-25x EBITDA)

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Figure 5: Vulcan stands out as a low CO2 source of
lithium vs current sources. The proposed introduction
of a Carbon Border Adjustment on imports into Europe
has led us to model a US$300/t premium for Vulcan’s
zero CO2 product

Figure 6: Bull vs bear case. Moving the project forward and
derisking provides strongest upside potential. We expect
catalysts such as pilot plant trial results, offtake, financing
and delivery of the DFS over the next 18 months

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Executive summary
A next-generation project primed for a low-carbon Europe
Vulcan is developing the Zero Carbon Lithium project in the Upper Rhine Valley,
Germany. Rather than labelling the project with the moniker of “unconventional”
we consider the project to be an untapped resource, which uses geothermal brines
to generate 73MW of power and 40ktpa of lithium hydroxide via Direct Lithium
Extraction (DLE) and electrolysis. The process generates no CO2, meaning that
Vulcan should produce the world’s lowest CO2 footprint lithium hydroxide, which
we believe will command a price premium within Europe.

Germany’s flagship project in the transition to EVs
Germany is taking a leading role in the EU’s transition to Electric Vehicles.
Volkswagen alone has plans for 240GWh of battery manufacturing capacity and
is ramping up its technology, EV model delivery and production. As the transition
occurs, we expect to see European suppliers in the LiB supply chain favoured over
supply from jurisdictions in Asia, evident by the recent introduction of a Carbon
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), essentially a tax on carbon. Vulcan is
uniquely positioned to become a flagship project for Germany, producing enough
lithium hydroxide for 400k vehicles per year and alignment to a low carbon future.

Long-term assets with world class opex
The Zero Carbon Lithium project is expected produce some of the lowest-cost
lithium hydroxide globally, with an estimated unit cost of US$3,142/t. This
positions the asset at the bottom end of the global cost curve. There is a capex
trade-off though, with capex of US$2.2bn which includes 40ktpa of hydroxide
capacity and 73MW of geothermal power generation. In our view the opex/capex
trade-off is reasonable because of the long project life (>35yrs) and low LOM
sustaining capital. With low costs and strong margins, we estimate Vulcan could
generate EBITDA of c.A$1bn per annum once running at nameplate production.

Leveraging Europe’s largest lithium resource and expertise
Vulcan has the largest European lithium Resource, estimating 15.9Mt of LCE, of
which we assume 10% is extracted. Given the shortage of European lithium, we
believe there is an opportunity for Vulcan to leverage its technology and team of
experts to expand via organic growth, by acquiring producing geothermal assets
for inorganic growth, or by forming JVs to access additional brine volumes.

Price target
Our price target of A$15/sh is set in line with the risk-adjusted NPV. We use an
8% discount rate for the lithium business and 5% for the energy business, which
is comparable to our lithium coverage. We assume a 35-year project with costs
of US$3,465/t and LT lithium hydroxide prices of US$15,300/t. Our price
assumption includes a US$300/t premium for the Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism, which we believe will be implemented in Europe in 2023.
Figure 7: Net asset valuation for VUL
Valuation Dec'21
Zero Carbon Lithium
Energy Business
Corporate
Net cash /(Debt)
TOTAL

A$m
3377
271
-45

EQUITY
100%
100%

85

RISK ADJ.
50%
50%

A$m
1688
136
-45
85
1864
Target

DILUTED/SH
$13.69
$1.10
-$0.36
$0.69
$15.12
A$15.00

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Risks
The Zero Carbon Lithium project is an early stage project with risks on delivery
and timing. We believe Vulcan is well placed to manage this risk through its team
of technical advisors and consultants. Vulcan has a strong balance sheet following
a recent A$120m capital raising. This should allow Vulcan to complete piloting of
the DLE and electrolysis process, deliver a DFS in 2022 and achieve FID. The
company is subject to operating conditions, land access, regulatory changes,
commodity and FX prices, technology partners and financing risks.
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Zero Carbon Lithium project
Location
The Zero Carbon Lithium project is located in the Upper Rhine Valley in the
southwest of Germany. The region has good infrastructure with rail, roads and
the Rhine River as transportation options, and the power grid is well developed.
Local industry ranges from farmland, light to medium industrial centres, villages
and craft industry. Vulcan controls five key tenements covering some 1,000km
sq. in the district. This gives Vulcan optionality on final locations for its geothermal
and DLE plants to fit into local regulations, zoning and community considerations.
Compared to regular power plants, geothermal plants have a smaller visual impact
with no large cooling towers, do not require heavy infrastructure (such as railways
to import raw materials) and, given the distributed nature, do not generally
require high-voltage power infrastructure (Figure 8).
Figure 8: 4.8Mw Insheim plant
located on the outskirts of town

Source: Google maps, Canaccord

Figure 9: Vulcan Energy’s Zero Carbon Lithium project location

Source: Company reports

Business structure
Figure 10: Zero Carbon Lithium
project can be split into the energy
business (red) and lithium business
(green and blue) and is expected to be
developed over two phases

Vulcan has a two-phase strategy to deliver the Zero Carbon Project (Figure 10).
Phase 1 comprises of 22MW of geothermal power capacity and 15ktpa of lithium
hydroxide capacity. Phase 2 is larger, with 51MW of geothermal power capacity
and 25ktpa of lithium hydroxide. The two businesses work together with
geothermal brines being used for electricity generation “energy business” before
being processed to extract lithium through the “lithium business” (Figure 11).
While the two businesses are joined, they can be assessed on a standalone basis
being fundamentally different from each other. The lithium business is linked to
the commodity cycle, while the energy business can be viewed as a utility, with
stability of earnings. We value the energy and lithium businesses separately,
delivered over the two phases.

Source: Company reports

In February 2021, Vulcan consolidated its Upper Rhine Valley licence holdings
through the acquisition of its joint venture partner Global Geothermal Holdings
UG (GGH). The acquisition means that Vulcan owns 100% of its key licence areas
where the project will be built and will also control the applications for the Ludwig
and Hesbach exploration licenses (Figure 9).
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Flow sheet
The Vulcan flowsheet is based around three processing steps: 1) geothermal
plants that produce renewable power for the grid and heat for the onsite (Direct
Lithium Extraction (DLE) plant; 2) DLE plants co-located with the geothermal
plants, which strip lithium chloride from the brine to create a lithium-rich eluate;
and 3) final processing at a Central Lithium Plant (CLP) which will use eluate
from the DLE plants and process it into lithium hydroxide using electrolysis.
Figure 11: Vulcan Energy’s process flow sheet showing brine flow from the
geothermal plant to DLE and the Central Lithium plants

Source: Company reports

Geothermal power - the abundant energy source below our feet
Geothermal power captures naturally generated heat from the earth crust and
transforms it into electrical energy. Electricity is generated by transferring the
heat via water and/or steam to power a turbine. The source of heat (the earth’s
core) is abundant and renewable (at least for the next 10 billion years).
The Vulcan project area was historically a rift basin where tectonic forces pulled
apart the basin (e.g. the East Africa Rift Basin today), thinning the earth’s crust
and allowing heat transfer towards the surface. This ceased but faulting
continued, providing a conduit for heat to rise. Vulcan is targeting lithium-bearing
brine held in reservoirs of sedimentary rocks 2-4km deep in these fault zones that
have been heated over millions of years.
Figure 12: Stylised heat and Figure 13: Temperature gradient for
fluid flow for a geothermal the Landau geothermal plant located in
system
the Upper Rhine Valley

Source: Geothermal Power Plants, DePippio

Source: Geothermal Power Plants, DePippio, 2012
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Flash steam generation vs binary generation
Geothermal power generation, while technically challenging, is well understood
and has been used globally for decades. There are several methods to produce
power; however, the two most common are flash (superheated water creating
steam) and binary systems (heat transferred through a heat exchanger). Binary
systems represent 40% of installed systems globally while 29% of systems use
flash technology. However, the total MW capacity is greater for flash than binary
(43% vs 6.6%), as flash systems tend to be focussed around larger, hotter
resources and capture a greater percentage of the energy potential.
Environmentally, a binary geothermal system has an advantage over other power
sources as it contains dissolved gasses and can generate power with zero CO2,
SO2, NOx or particulate emissions (Figure 16).
Vulcan will use a binary system to generate power, transferring heat from
geothermal fluids via a heat exchanger to a second “working” or “binary” fluid.
The heat vaporises the second liquid (typically butane or pentane, which has a
low boiling point) and is directed through a turbine. The vapour is then condensed
by radiators or cold water and cycled back through the heat exchanger. The
benefits for using a binary system are that geothermal fluid remains in a liquid
phase, dissolved solids such as silica remain in solution and the system can be
used for cooler geothermal reservoirs such as those in the Upper Rhine Valley.
Figure 15: Flash vs binary geothermal power generation

Source: Mulga Journal of Science and Technology

Figure 16: Environmental considerations for geothermal power vs alternatives
Plant type
Geothermal - Binary
Hydrothermal -flash-steam
Geothermal - Dry-steam
Gas turbine
Oil-fired steam plant
Coal-fired steam plant

Nuclear plant
Wind farm
Solar thermal plant
Solar PV plant
Hydroelectric plant (reservoir only)

CO2
SO2
Kg/MWh Kg/MWh
0
0
27
0
40
0
550
0
758
3
994
5

0
0
0
0
0

NOx
Kg/MWh
0
0
0
1
2
2

Particulates
Kg/MWh
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
NA
1.01

0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
0
0
0
0

Land usage
m2/MW
1.42
1.26
2.29
15
15
40
10
16
28
66
1200

Source: Geothermal Power Plants, DePippio, 2012, company data

Geothermal in Germany
Germany currently has 41MW of installed geothermal electricity capacity,
generated from 11 plants. In addition to this, there are 26 geothermal facilities
that provide 350MW of heat energy to industry and municipalities. Projections for
growth in the industry indicate that by 2026, generation should have tripled
towards 120MW. There are four operating geothermal power plants currently in
the Upper Rhine Valley (Bruchsal, operating since 2009; Insheim, operating since
2012; Landau, operating since 2014; Soultz [in France], operating since 2017).
The industry in Germany has been incentivised to lift production through various
credits over time. Currently there is a 25.2c/kw feed in tariff that has been set by
the government. Once the system capacity reaches 120MW, the tariff falls by
0.5% per year. Vulcan recently acquired GeoThermal GmbH, a German-based
company which has strong experience in subsurface development and exploration
7
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of geothermal systems. The group has strong industry ties within Germany and
works with government, current producers and future developers.
Vulcan’s plants will be the some of the largest built in Germany. While this
presents as a risk, the energy potential (being flow rate x temperature) that
Vulcan expects to utilise aligns with current industry data (Figure 18).
Figure 17: Geothermal wells at the
Soultz power plant

Figure 18: German geothermal energy plant capacity and energy potential

Source: Company reports

Source: Bundesverband Geothermie, Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Subsurface infrastructure
Geothermal systems are generally composed of several wells for production and
reinjection of brines. Directional drilling has improved targeting of hot brine
sources and allows for several wells to be drilled from the same platform. Figure
17 shows the well track for the Landau geothermal plant and shows a general
layout for these systems. Depending on the reservoir (temperature, flow rates)
and plant size, there may be a number of production and injection wells. Vulcan
will reinject spent brine back into the reservoir, maintaining a closed circuit. At
the reservoir level there will be approximately 1.5km distance from production to
reinjection wells. While there is likely to be communication between the two wells,
historical operations tend to show no drop in pressure or heat over time.

Valuing the energy business
We model Vulcan’s energy business separately from the lithium business,
expecting A$250m in revenue and A$170m in EBITDA per year. We assume capex
of US$865m (30% above VUL estimates) and align with expected unit costs of
€0.066/kwh. We value the business at A$271m (100%) using a 5% discount rate
to reflect its utility like earnings. We use a 50% risk weighting in our price target.
Figure 19: CGe Production, energy price and unit cost
assumptions for the energy business

Figure 20: Quarterly financial estimates for Vulcan’s
energy business

Source: Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Lithium - Direct Lithium Extraction, a potential technology solution
to unlocking untapped lithium resources
Current technology for lithium production focuses on pre-enrichment from a
primary source (evaporation in brines or spodumene concentration) and then
refining/separation from gangue (brine refining or spodumene conversion). In
both stages energy and reagents are consumed to enrich and refine, and waste
is generated. These models have worked for high-grade deposits; however, there
are limitations to expansion of conventional resources, including increasing
demand for energy, limitations on land use, waste disposal, water accessibility
and use, and poor economics in developing lower-grade deposits.
Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE) describes a group of technologies that removes
lithium from a brine to produce a concentrated solution. The concentrate can then
be refined into various lithium compounds dependent on requirements, i.e. it does
not produce finished lithium compounds but is a tool in the extraction, processing
and refining of lithium chemicals.

DLE – A natural progression in an extractive industry
The nature of extractive industries, which focus on high-grade resources first,
means that operations must constantly evolve to extract lower-grade material at
a profit. Figure 21 is a stylised representation of the bimodal distribution of global
ore deposits, with minable deposits confined to small, high-grade anomalies. The
vast majority of contained metal is held within low-grade deposits beyond the
mineralogical barrier. We can draw similarities with global lithium deposits where
we see a few high-grade deposits (measured in Li ppm) that have already been
developed (Greenbushes, Atacama) and large tail of low-grade deposits (Nevada
clays, some brine deposits and geothermal brines) remaining undeveloped to
date. We believe DLE will unlock some of these resources.
Technology has offered solutions to industry to access low-grade/uneconomic
deposits in the past and we think the best analogy for DLE in lithium is that of
froth flotation’s impact on the copper industry. The introduction of froth flotation
allowed the bulk tonnage, low-grade deposits of South America to be exploited
and has contributed to a decline in mined copper head grade over the last century.
Figure 21: Distribution of minerals tends to be bimodal,
mining focusses on a narrow band of high-grade ores

Figure 22: Decline in global copper grades led by resource
depletion and mass deployment of froth flotation

Source: Skinner (2001), Exploring the resource base

Source: Classification of Drill Core Textures for Process Simulation; Tiu; 2017

There are three key types of DLE technology: adsorption, ion exchange and
solvent extraction. VUL intends to use the adsorption method and has partnered
with DuPont to access its portfolio of DLE and water purification technologies.
The key steps for Vulcan’s DLE adsorption process are: 1) loading of LiCl onto
resin (four sorbents trialled, all showed >90% recovery) with voids specifically
designed to fit the lithium ions; 2) washing loaded resin with water to remove
ions from the sorbent; and 3) concentrating the wash solution in preparation
for final lithium product refining (electrolysis to produce lithium hydroxide).
9
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Figure 23: Three key Direct Lithium Extraction technologies

Source: Jade Cove Partners

Figure 24: Stylised input and output
differences
between
evaporation
ponds and DLE

The key benefits of DLE are access to lower-grade resources, reduced reagent
use, ability to produce high-purity products, reduced waste disposal, reduced land
and water balance impact, a reduced timeline between extraction and production,
and the potential to have a reduced environmental footprint (Figure 24). However,
it is not a fix-all and considerations must be made for power and water sources,
brine and impurity composition, technology used and delivery partners. Success
will depend on having the right technology, expertise and team, and resource
characteristics.
DLE is used in a handful of commercial lithium operations and has been trialled
on geothermal brines previously in the USA by Simbol Materials. Simbol was able
to achieve successful extraction; however, low lithium prices and financial
difficulties resulted in the development failing. Livent’s Hombre Muerto operation
in Argentina is arguably the most well-known operation that uses DLE, producing
c.20ktpa. The plant was commissioned in 1998 and uses a hydrated alumina as
the adsorption media in a part of its process. There are also projects in China’s
Qinghai province that use various forms of DLE.

Electrolysis – an adaptation from the chemical industry
The final step in Vulcan’s process is for the lithium-rich eluate to be processed at
a Central Lithium Processing facility. Eluate will be transported from the DLE plant
to the facility before being processed. The process that Vulcan intends to use is
similar to the well-established process used in the chlor-alkali industry. The below
formula shows the basic chemistry behind the process.
2LiCl +2H2O -> CL2 + H2 + 2LiOH

Source: Jade Cove Partners

The key cost component is power and in the chlor-alkali industry, the process
consumes c.2,500kw per tonne of material. We would expect similar levels of
consumption for lithium and that Vulcan would source renewable power.
Figure 25: The chlor-alkali process is well established. Vulcan will adapt the
process for eluate generated from the DLE pilot program to produce LiOH. In
the below process, NaCL and NaOH would be replaced with LiCl and LiOH

Source: Brine Electrolysis, Tilak V. Bommaraju and Thomas F. O’Brien, 2015
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Costs - Low opex balances impact of high capex

Figure 26: Split of total project capital
requirements

We have benchmarked global capital intensity and operational costs and present
them with Vulcan’s expected capex and opex assumptions. The Zero Carbon
Lithium project screens as a low operational cost project; however, the total
project capex is at the top end of the capital intensity curve (Figure 31). We
believe the higher capital intensity is acceptable as we calculate the resource base
can support operations for >100 years at nameplate capacity, sustaining capital
is limited as there is not the requirement to continually develop mining fronts,
and we expect the operation will have lowest-quartile costs. This should generate
strong EBITDA and cash flow margins over the life of the project.

Capital costs
The DFS highlighted a capital cost estimate provided by Hatch and Gec-co GMbH.
Capex for Phase 1 was estimated at €700m (US$825m) and €1,138m
(US$1,343m) for Phase 2. Estimates were provided to a ±30% accuracy and we
align our capex estimate to the +30% case for both the energy and lithium
businesses. When considering capital intensity per tonne of LCE, we exclude the
power business. Capital intensity based only on the lithium business is the most
appropriate measure, in our view, as there are several other established
geothermal plants in the region, and this represents the cost to retrofit those
plants with a lithium DLE circuit. It is expected that a final capex number will be
refined with delivery of the DFS. This will include data derived from the pilot plant
and advancement of engineering and design work.
Figure 27: Capital requirements split between the three operating units
Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Capex
US$m
Phase I
Phase II
Total Project

Energy business
PFS
CGe
267
347
517
672
785
1020

DLE plant
PFS
CGe
343
446
543
706
886
1152

Central Lithium Plant
PFS
CGe
215
279
283
368
498
647

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

In the early stages of capital deployment, drilling will contribute the largest
component and will also be one of the key risks to final capex numbers.
Subsurface conditions can be unpredictable and while modern methods have
improved success rates, several assumptions will depend on these initial wells.
Once these are drilled, Vulcan can assess flow rates, temperature, brine grades
and decide on final plant sizing. The DLE and CLP plants are largely chemical
processing plants, so it would be expected that a majority of capex will be spent
on engineering, tooling and process equipment.

Figure 28: Geothermal plant capex
split

Figure 29: Direct Lithium Extraction
plant capex split

Figure 30: Central Lithium Plant
capex split

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company
estimates
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Figure 31: Global capital intensity profile for DLE, integrated hard rock/sedimentary and brine projects

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, Rhyolite Ridge LCE inclusive of boric acid production.

Operational costs
The Zero Carbon Lithium project screens as one of the lowest-cost operations
globally, with Vulcan estimating it will produce lithium hydroxide at US$3,142/t.
We group both the DLE and Central Lithium Plant costs together, with key costs
being power, maintenance and other/transportation. We include a brine passthrough cost, which would be paid to the energy business in our cost assumptions,
and assume a LOM opex 10% higher than the PFS, at US$3,465/t. Given the
process flow sheet (DLE and electrolysis,) power is the key flex rather than
reagents, as we might observe in a conventional operation. This demonstrates
the power of the operation to flex installed infrastructure rather than input costs.
Figure 32: Cost split of major line items vs converters and brine to LiOH prod’n
VUL - DFS
Brine pass through cost
Power
Consumeables
Maintenance
Labour
Other/Transportation
Total

(USD/t)
(USD/t)
(USD/t)
(USD/t)
(USD/t)
(USD/t)
(USD/t)

0
763
543
827
192
816
3142

%

VUL - CGe

24%
17%
26%
6%
26%

76
765
624
803
296
900
3465

Integrated
converter*
400
3708
350
150
150
4758

%

8%
78%
7%
3%
3%

Brine to
LiOH**
1621
2005
650
964
150
5390

%

Merchant
converter
^

30%
37%
12%
18%
3%

400
5583
350
150
150
6633

%

6%
84%
5%
2%
2%

Source: CGe * assumes US$350/t SC6 cost, ** assumes US$3900/t Li2CO3 cost, ^ assumes US$600/t SC6

Figure 33: CGe 2025 global LiOH cost curve showing indicative position of Zero Carbon Lithium project

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity
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Our Zero Carbon Lithium model assumes a gradual ramp up in production from
2025, with a product discount in the first two years while it is qualified. We then
apply a CBAM premium of US$300/t to account for the difference in carbon vs
international producers. We expect peak capex to occur during 2024 with
construction completion of Phase 1 and pre-production spend for Phase 2. We
anticipate Vulcan transitioning to a FCF-positive position in 2026 as Phase 2
construction completes and Vulcan ramps up production.
Figure 34: CGe Production, LiOH price and cash cost
assumptions for the Zero Carbon Lithium project

Figure 35: CGe quarterly financial estimates for the Zero
Carbon Lithium project

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Timeline
Vulcan’s timeline to development is outlined below. We assume a six-month delay
to its timeline to account for unforeseen delays. Key risks to achieving the timeline
will be drilling, engineering, commissioning, and the qualification and ramp-up
period. Key catalysts expected over the next two years are:


DLE and electrolysis pilot plant program results (lithium recovery and
brine grades)



Signing of offtake agreements and/or strategic partnerships



Progress on debt financing discussions



Permitting submission and updates on EU legislation on LiB supply chain

Figure 36: Timeline for delivery of VUL’s Zero Carbon Project
Q1

2021
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2022
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2023
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2024
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2025
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2026
Q2 Q3

Q4

Development
Piloting Test Work
DFS
Financing
Phase 1Geo & DLE
Permitting (Pre&Final)
Drilling
Construction
Production
CGe
Phase 2Geo & DLE
Permitting (Pre&Final)
Drilling
Construction
Production
CGe
Central Lithium Plant 1
Permitting (Pre&Final)
Construction
Production
CGe
Offtake
Negotiations
Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Mineral Resources
Figure 37: VUL will target
sedimentary
Buntsandstein
Rotliegend Group reservoirs

the
and

Vulcan estimates a sedimentary hosted brine Resource of 15.9Mt LCE, grading
181mg/L. The company has used historic data, geophysics and, due to uplifted
strata, physical testing from units that surround the Valley to generate volume
and porosity estimates. The Resource is contained within the Buntsandstein and
Rotliegend sedimentary sequences at a depth of 2-4kms. While Vulcan has not
drilled its project area to date to ascertain grades, it has confidence in the
estimates based on brine sampling from other wells in the district. Vulcan, through
the geothermal consulting firm it recently acquired, has had access to many of
the brines that are being extracted for geothermal power in the district and has
tested for lithium content. The company recently took a 10,000L bulk sample from
a well 6km from its Ortenau Resource area. Testing from this sample delivered
grades of 214mg Li/L. Access via third parties also allow Vulcan to pilot its DLE
process on multiple raw brine chemistries as opposed to synthetic brines.
We estimate Vulcan could run continuously for >100 years at its current
nameplate capacity and in our model extract only 10% of the current resource.
Figure 38: Vulcan’s Mineral Resources estimate

Ortenau Inferred Resource

Ortenau Indicated Resource
Taro Inferred Resource
Taro Indicated Resource
Geothermal MoU area Indicated Resource
Total URVP Indicated Resources used in PFS
Total URVP Indicated and Inferred Resource

Aquifer Volume
(km3)

Brine Volume
(km3)

Avg. Li Conc.
(mg/l Li)

LCE
Mt

118.0

11.2

181

10.8
2.1
1.4
0.8
0.7
2.9
15.9

17.0

2.1

181

15.9
8.4
8.3
25.4
167.6

1.5
0.9
0.7
3.0
16.5

181
181
181
181
181

Source: Company reports

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

From a quality standpoint, the Upper Rhine Valley brine presents as relatively low
lithium grade but contains lower levels of deleterious elements. Figure 39 outlines
the differences in chemistry between the Salton Sea (another geothermal project
area) in California and the Upper Rhine Valley brines. It is important to recognise
that the brine chemistry will greatly impact recoveries, adsorbent life and final
product quality.
Figure 39: Brine chemistry of Upper Rhine Valley vs Salton Sea in California
Salts (Cations)

Analyte
Li
Na
K
Rb
Cs
Mg
Ca
Sr
Ba

Units
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

Upper Rhine Valley Brine
Value
181
29,530
4,330
30.8
19.4
113
8,010
466
24.7

Salton Sea
Value
227
57,080
21,220
125
19
146
32,146
596
228

Diff
%
-20%
-48%
-80%
-75%
0%
-23%
-75%
-22%
-89%

Cl
SO4
F
Br

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

59,100
174
3.2
187

172,600
127
24
-

-66%
37%
-87%
+∞%

B
Be
Ag
Si
As
Mn
Fe
Zn
Pb
Al
Ni
Co
Sb
Ti
V
Cr
Cd
Mo
Tl
Cu
Y

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
kg/l
-

42
84.1
13.4
31.6
31.6
6.8
1.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

475
0.2
1.0
189
8.8
1,250
2,541
753
89
16
0.5
8
6.5
0.6
2
3
8
2
5
1.3
4.9

-91%
-∞%
-∞%
-56%
52%
-97%
-99%
-99%
-99%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%
-∞%

Anions

Metals (Cations)
Additional purification step

Deactivate sorbent material
Deactivate sorbent material, toxic
Deactivate sorbent material
Deactivate sorbent material
Deactivate sorbent material
Potentially deactivate sorbent material
Deactivate sorbent material

Toxic
Toxic

Density
pH

<0.1
1.1
5.2

-12%
6%

Source: Company reports, Brine chemistry: Geothermal research study of in the Salton Sea, Michael Hoffmann
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Environmental considerations and permitting
Figure 40: CO2 emissions per tonne of
LCE production

In a low carbon world, the Zero Carbon Lithium project stands apart
from the pack
As the name suggests, Vulcan expects the Zero Carbon Lithium project to
generate no CO2 emissions from production of lithium hydroxide. The company
would purchase renewable power from the grid, and heat would be provided by
the geothermal plant. This compares favourably to estimates of 7-15kg CO2/kg
LCE from hard rock converters in China, and to South American brines which
produce 2.5-5.5kg CO2/kg LCE. Australian CO2 emissions can also be calculated
based on Albermarle’s Kemerton operation (Western Australia) which expects to
emit 2.55kg CO2/kg LCE, excluding feedstock. To imply feedstock emissions, we
use Pilbara Minerals’ stated estimates, which reported c.2.05kg CO2/kg LCE in
2020. Combining these would equate to c.4.6kg CO2/kg LCE; however, there
would be additional transportation emission to account for.

CBAM to level the playing field -> strong incentivisation for European
production
Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates,
assumes US$100/t CO2 price

In early 2021, the EU passed legislation to introduce a Carbon Border
Adjustment Mechanism in an effort to level the playing field between high- and
low-carbon-emitting jurisdictions. This covers the manufacturing of cement, steel,
chemicals and fertilisers and is expected to cover lithium. The EU has stated it
aims to be climate-neutral by 2050 and we now see carbon price forecasts of
between US$100-140/t over the longer term. This would essentially be a tariff
payable on top of quoted prices, adjusted for the carbon footprint. For example,
1 tonne of hydroxide at a price of US$10,000/t from a Chinese converter (15t
CO2/LCE) would be subject to a US$1,500/t tariff (at US$100/t CO2). We expect
the EU to consume +700kt LCE by 2030; the additional CBAM cost if 100%
exposed to tariffs could range from US$225-700m per year. We have
incorporated a price adjustment in our valuation, assigning a US$300/t
premium for Vulcan’s lithium hydroxide. This is the rough difference between
the Zero Carbon Lithium project and lithium products from South America, which
generally have a lower carbon footprint.
Air quality should largely be unaffected, with brine not able to de-gas and
electrolysis producing little to no particulate matter. Water use is also expected
to be on the lower end of global operations at 80L per kg LCE. Local water will be
accessible; however, via its partnership with DuPont, Vulcan will have access to
its reverse osmosis technology and could produce its own process water.
Operations globally use 48-470L/kg of water in processing lithium chemicals.
Waste disposal is also minimal with the DLE process removing most of the
lithium but other dissolved solids being reinjected into the aquifer. Land use: As
highlighted previously, the physical land required for geothermal plants is
generally smaller vs other power generation methods (Figure 16). When
considering the lithium business, this will also be among the most efficient land
uses given there is no sustained mining or evaporation ponds.
Permitting the Zero Carbon Lithium project covers several different German
states but there are two key permitting bodies. While this means there may be
additional work to apply between state jurisdictions, it also offers the advantage
of flexibility in the location. The Central Lithium Plant is likely to be located in a
chemical industrial park, which are common in Germany and usually have early
stage and chemical permitting in place. There are two key permitting steps and
other more general permitting required.
1) Mining Authority
a. Pre-Environmental Study – The Pre-Environmental Study is the first
document to be handed into the Mining Authority. This is assessed and
upon execution by the Mining Authority, is publicly announced.
b. Main Operation Plan – This is the basic document for the operation
including the geothermal wells and parts of the surface installation (at
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well sites). This permit is applied for once the final location of the plant
is selected and land acquired. The Main Operating Plan summarises all
necessary sub-permits from all other public agencies such as water and
environmental agencies and is valid for the life of the project.
c. Special Operating Plan – This covers the mining plan and is addressed
by the Mining Authority.
2) Building Authority
a. Power Plant permit – This is the only permit required for construction
and operation of the power plant and is issued by the Building Authority.
This can be applied for once land is acquired and the Authority must
make a decision within six months of application.
b. Direct Lithium Extraction Plant permit – Again, the only permit required
for construction and operation of the DLE plant and can be submitted
once a location is selected. This also has a six-month approval period.
c. Federal Emission Control Act – This covers the DLE and some parts of
the power plant and is issued by the Building Authority. This permit is
also regulated, and the Authority has seven months to approve it.
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Corporate and finance
Balance sheet and liquidity
We anticipate Vulcan having a cash balance of ~A$112m at the end of the MarQ’21
following the A$120m (@ A$6.50/sh) capital raising in Feb’21. To finance the Zero
Carbon Lithium project, we assume A$3.2bn of debt is sourced and A$1bn of
equity is raised over the next five years. Given the strong cash position, we don’t
expect additional equity will be required until the DFS has been delivered in late
2022.
We believe Vulcan is capable of sustaining a higher level of debt on account of
local incentivisation from the EU, the low cost and long-life business model. Vulcan
is a part of the EIT InnoEnergy platform which has been established by the EU to
accelerate the LiB supply chain. Under the agreement, EIT InnoEnergy is expected
to assist with legislative assistance, offtake agreements and debt financing.

Capital structure
VUL’s capital structure is outlined below. Warrants, performance rights and shares
account for 13% of the fully diluted capital structure.


107.5m ordinary shares;



15.4m performance rights and shares; and



0.5m warrants

Substantial shareholders
Figure 41: Major shareholders (Top 20)
Major Shareholders

Shares (m) Held (%)

Mr Francis EB Wedin (Perth)

13.01

12.1

Ms Bianca H Rinehart (Perth)

7.24

6.7

Mr Gavin J Rezos (Perth)

6.03

5.6

C learstream Banking (Luxembourg)

5.66

5.3

Mr John L Hancock (Perth)

5.38

5.0

Mr Anthony A Torresan (Perth)

1.80

1.7

Private C lients of UBS AG Zurich (Zurich)

1.57

1.5

BNP Paribas Asset Mgt (London)

1.54

1.4

Tribeca Investment Partners (Sydney)

1.11

1.0

Mr & Mrs Jeffrey A Wicks (Brisbane)

1.00

0.9

Mr & Mrs Barrie R Gilbertson (Brisbane)

0.82

0.8

Dr Horst Kreuter (Stuttgart)

0.77

0.7

Mr Peter H Gold (Sydney)

0.75

0.7

Ms Justine D Michel (Brisbane)

0.75

0.7

Mr Antonio A Torresan (Perth)

0.70

0.7

Private C lients of Interactive Brokers (Greenwich)

0.70

0.6

Messrs Damian Hajda & C hristopher J M Whitehead & Jason B Price (Melbourne)

0.66

0.6

Mr Phillip S Holten (Perth)

0.63

0.6

Mr Pulasthi S Herath (Sydney)

0.62

0.6

Mr & Mrs Timothy JN Binney (Brisbane)

0.62

0.6

T OT A L

5 1.3 4

48

Source: Company data

Valuation
Our NAV is based on the full development of the Zero Carbon Lithium project to
40ktpa lithium hydroxide and 73MW of power generation with a modelled 35-year
project life.
We value the project at A$3.7bn but risk our valuation 50% and set a price target
of A$15/sh (Figure 7). Our net asset valuation per share is based on a fully diluted
share base of 123m to account for rights and options currently outstanding.
Our development scenario at the Zero Carbon Lithium project assumes first
production in 2025 for Phase 1 followed by the ramp up of Phase 2 in 2026. We
sit higher in our model for both capital and operational costs vs Vulcan’s PFS, on
account of the early stage of the project.
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At nameplate capacity, we forecast Vulcan generating c.A$1bn in EBITDA per
year. Our 35-year project life depletes only 10% of the current resource and so
we believe there is long-term upside potential to production forecasts or project
life. Once proven, there may also be opportunities to form JVs with other
geothermal operators in the region to extract lithium.
Figure 42: Key project model assumptions
Project

Reserve
Resource
Lithium NPV
Energy NPV
Phase 1

Phase 2

Lithium Production
(LiOh ktpa)
Recovery
(%)
LOM
(yrs)
181 Li ppm
(Mt LCE)
181 Li ppm
(Mt LCE)
Post tax
(A$m)
Post tax
(A$m)
Generation capacity
(MW)
Lithium Capacity
(ktpa)
Capex
(US$m)
Unit costs
(US$/t)
First production
Generation capacity
(MW)
Lithium Capacity
(ktpa)
Capex
(US$m)
Unit costs
(US$/t)
First production

VUL PFS
39.4
88.2%
30
1.12
15.85
2954
732
22
15
825
3142
2024
51
25
1342
3142
2025

CGe
40
86%
35
1.62
1.62
3376
271
22
15
1072
3465
2025
51
25
1746
3465
2026

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Our production assumptions are illustrated in the figures below, which show a
ramp up of production of lithium hydroxide that occurs concurrently with ramp up
of the geothermal plants.
Figure 43: Power MW, lithium production, C1 costs

Figure 44: Vulcan revenue, FCF, capex

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Figure 45: LiOH & power price assumptions

Figure 46: Revenue for lithium product and energy

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Our forecasts show that roughly 85% of revenue is generated from lithium
hydroxide production with the remaining 15% being generated from the
geothermal power sales. We do not assume a pass-through of power prices to the
lithium project but assume there is a royalty payment to the geothermal business
from the lithium business.
Our price target shows the highest level of sensitivity to lithium hydroxide prices,
power prices, and exchange rates. The power price has a positive effect on the
energy business but is detrimental to the lithium business due to higher power
consumption.
Figure 47: Sensitivity analysis to LiOH, FX and energy prices
$25

$23

Change in Target Price

$21

$19
$17
$15
$13
$11

$9
$7

$5
-30%

-20%

-10%

Lithium Hydroxide Price ($/t)

0%

10%

20%

Exchange Rate (E:AUD$)

30%

Energy Price E(kwh)

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Figure 48: Canaccord Genuity global lithium coverage
Company

Code

Type

Status

M/Cap

Price

Analyst

Rating

Target

Return

Lithium Power International

LPI.ASX

Brine

Developer

$81

$0.27 Reg Spencer

Spec Buy

$0.55

Bacanora Lithium

BCN.AIM

Brine

Developer

$152

$0.46 Alex Brookes

Buy

$0.85

86%

Neo lithium

NLC.TSX Brine

Developer

$363

$2.80 Katie Lachapelle

Spec Buy

$4.20

50%

104%

Standard Lithium Ltd.

SLL.TSXV Brine

Developer

$471

$3.58 Katie Lachapelle

Spec Buy

$4.50

26%

Ioneer Ltd

INR.ASX

Developer

$645

$0.34 Tim Hoff

Spec Buy

$0.60

76%

Vulcan Energy Resources

VUL.ASX

DLE

Developer

$687

$6.39 Tim Hoff

Spec Buy

$15.00

135%

Piedmont Lithium

PLL.ASX

Hard rock

Developer

$1,409

$0.90 Reg Spencer

Spec Buy

$0.80

-11%

Galaxy Resources

GXY.ASX

Hard rock/Brine

Production

$1,576

$3.12 Reg Spencer

Buy

$3.60

15%

Orocobre

ORE.ASX Brine

Production

$1,883

$5.47 Reg Spencer

Buy

$7.30

33%

Lithium Americas Corp.

LAC.TSX

Hard rock/Brine

Developer

$2,147

Pilbara Minerals

PLS.ASX

Hard rock

Production

$3,346

Hard rock

$17.87 Katie Lachapelle
$1.16 Tim Hoff

Spec Buy
Hold

$30.50

71%

$1.00

-13%

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Europe in focus
European EV sales surged in 2020, growing 143% YoY to 1.35m units. This
surprised the market in a year where total auto sales fell. Driving sales in the EU
are dual tailwinds of industry transition and government-led policies. The EU has
adopted some of the most aggressive emissions standards globally, which based
on our estimates require penetration rates of 40% in 2025 and 63% by 2030 to
achieve.
While China (the world’s largest EV market) and the US (the Tesla effect) have
caught investor attention over the last few years, Europe has been internally
coordinating its industry. The alignment means that vehicle manufacturers and
OEMs are aligned in their approach to expansion. With the first wave of EVs hitting
the market (Figure 50) and as EU battery manufacturing capacity ramps up
(Figure 51), we believe the supply chain will shift its focus to securing raw
materials. This is likely to place a strain on supply and drive resource security
concerns once the US and other nations ramp up battery manufacturing capacity.
With the expected growth in demand we focus on the lithium market and potential
sources for supply of lithium products. Local lithium supply is currently nonexistent, and development projects are limited (Figure 64). The industry must
grow rapidly from a standing start to even have a minor impact on supply. On our
forecasts, we anticipate the EU consuming all local supply (if fully developed)
and 100% of ex-China supply! Ultimately this translates to strong support for
local lithium projects with the ability to scale and leverage resources.

European sales eclipse China in 2020; can it happen again in 2021?
EVs are the key driver behind increased battery demand in Europe. Global
BEV/PHEV sales in 2020 were 3.1m vehicles, up 54% YoY, with the EU up 143%
to 1.35m vehicles. An impressive result in a COVID impacted auto market which
was down 13% YoY overall. The growth in European sales can largely be attributed
to the implementation of government incentive schemes across several countries.
We anticipate this to continue over the next decade given tightening emission
standards require higher BEV/PHEV penetration rates (Figure 57) and subsidies
expected to be implemented across the continent (Figure 58). In 2021 we
anticipate EU sales lifting to 1.9m units (+41% YoY) and 1.7m units in China
(+42% YoY).
Figure 49: CGe modelled regional EV sales – 2016-21e. Note the EU
coordination has already delivered EV growth while the US struggled to
maintain early momentum

Source: Rho Motion, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Model rollout supports wave of sales
The Department of Transport & Environment EU estimate there will be 210 models
for sale in the EU by the end of 2021 (BEV/PHEV). We anticipate a two-fold effect
on sales as vehicles are released. First, we would expect to see a forward loading
of supply chains with model roll outs at dealerships. Second, as EVs become more
affordable and accessible, consumer preferences will shift towards EVs leading to
further sales. We expect to see fewer models of ICE cars being offered over time
and by 2030 anticipate >60% of vehicles sold in Europe will be EVs.
Figure 50: Expected uplift in models to be released in the
EU market 2018-2025e

Figure 51: Announced battery capacity in the EU by
2030

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Expected EU battery production growth
To manage the transition to an electrified transportation network Europe has
begun to form strategic partnerships along the supply chain. Automotive OEMs
and battery producers are rapidly investing in a pipeline of battery manufacturing
capacity. To date two European Giga factories, Northvolt (40GWh capacity) in
Sweden and MES HE3DA (15GWh capacity) in the Czech Republic, are the most
advanced with production slated to begin at the end of 2021. Tesla have also
begun construction of a battery plant on the outskirts of Berlin, and Volkswagen
recently announcing at its Power Day four additional 40GWh factories to be
completed by 2030, taking its supply chain to 240GWh.
Figure 52: Timeline to battery manufacturing capacity increasing to +700GWh capacity by 2030

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Figure 51 shows the scale of the battery capacity that has been announced to
date. Some 30 plants have been announced with a total of +700GWh of
production capacity by 2030E. If the EU is to meet its planned EV production
profile it is likely more capacity will be needed post 2025. While some of these
growth ambitions will be delivered through imported batteries, we believe the EU’s
environmental positioning (discussed below) will block certain jurisdictions from
entering the market and hence we have begun to see foreign enterprise announce
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factories in Europe. Figure 53 below shows some of the facilities that have been
announced and expected timelines.
Due to the early adoption of policies and level of coordination, Europe is set to
become the second largest battery manufacturer after China, capturing >20% of
market share by 2030 on our estimates.

Figure 53: A number of battery factories are planned for Europe but where will they be able to source raw materials
which fit within the European ideals of sustainability?

Source: CIC energiGune

Government policies driving battery demand
A new regulatory framework for batteries
In December 2020, the EU Commission put forward a proposal to modernise EU
legislation on batteries as part of the broader European Green Deal. The legislation
aims to ensure batteries sold in the EU market minimise environmental impact;
are high-performing, safe, and sustainable along its entire lifecycle; have
traceability of raw materials; and are collected, repurposed and recycled. The
legislation lays the foundation for a cleaner, more self-sufficient and sustainable
battery industry. Key requirements include:


By 2023 batteries must meet performance and durability standards.
Traceability to monitor production and raw material inputs must be
documented.
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From 2026 traceability monitored via new technologies such as the
digital ‘Battery Passport’.

Minimising the carbon footprint of the entire battery chain:


Stage 1: 2024 only rechargeable industrial and electric vehicle batteries
that have a quantified carbon footprint declaration can be sold in the EU
market. The declaration will be required to be displayed on the battery.



Stage 2: 2026 batteries shall be subject to classification into carbon
footprint performance classes.



Stage 3: 2027 there will be maximum life cycle carbon footprint
threshold that batteries will need to comply with in order to be sold into
the EU market. Minimum recycled content limits are placed on cobalt,
lithium and nickel, with a disclosure of content in batteries.



2030s: Minimum content of recycled materials is set, requirements of
recycle collect rates of >70% and increased recycling efficiency. As
battery volumes lift, higher recycled material requirements are
implemented.

The previous EU Battery Directive was established in 2006 with a large focus on
recycling and the banning of certain batteries in certain applications (Pb, Ni/Cd,
mercury). The proposed legislation will align the battery industry with EU goals of
carbon-neutrality by 2050. It will also create more legal certainty, helping support
large-scale investments in the production of batteries, and battery raw materials,
in the fast growing EV market. It may also preferentially select visible supply
chains (AU, EU, Korea, Japan, USA) over those connected to China, where
emissions and material traceability is questionable.
This demonstrates that the European Union aim to become a coordinated leader
in the Li-B supply chain. As standards lift in the EU, the rest of the world may
follow to ensure they aren't 'locked out' of the market.

The role of the European Union’s vehicle CO2 standards
Light vehicles are presently responsible for around 15% of total EU emissions of
CO2. Since 2009, EU legislation has set mandatory emission targets for new cars
and, since 2011, for new vans. In April 2019, the European Parliament adopted
Regulation (EU) 2019/631 setting CO2 emission performance standards for new
passenger cars and for new vans in the EU. These include:


Cars: 15% reduction in CO2 from 2025 and 37.5% reduction from 2030.
According to the European Environment Agency, on average, this equates
to 95g of CO2/km for 2020 onwards, 80g of CO2/km for 2025 onwards
and 59g of CO2/km for 2030 onwards.



Vans: 15% reduction from 2025 on and 37.5% reduction from 2030.
According to the European Environment Agency this equates to 147g of
CO2/km for 2020 onwards, 125g of CO2/km for 2025 onwards and 103g
of CO2/km for 2030 onwards

Each OEM has a fleet emission target calculated based on the average weight of
cars within the OEM’s fleet. Heavier vehicles are allowed greater emissions than
lighter vehicles.
In 2020, as a result of super credits and the phasing in of the system, an effective
reduction of average fleet emissions of between 10 and 14g/km was achieved.
For 2021, all vehicles will be counted in the measure, meaning each OEM will have
to reduce average fleet emissions by between 3 and 7g/km to avoid fines. In 2021
it is expected that VW will miss its emissions targets and potentially face fines of
€150m. If we were to run VW’s 2019 actuals through the 2021 target it would
face approximately €3bn in fines; however, this is not expected.
Figure 54: OEM fleet emission standards targets

OEM
2020 Target (G/km CO2)

BMW
103

VW
99

FCA-Tesla
95

PSA
93

Daimler
104

Renault-Nissan
94.5

Source: Rho Motion
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Figure 55 and Figure 56 below show the average emissions for European fleet
sales from 2000. Both for passenger cars and vans emissions sit above targets
set by the EU. To ensure auto manufacturers are compliant, if the average CO2
emissions of a manufacturer’s fleet exceed its target in a given year, the
manufacture has to pay an excess emissions premium for each car registered.
Since 2019, the penalty is €95 for each g/km of target exceedance.
Figure 55: CO2 emissions from new passenger cars with
target levels for 2021,2025 and 2030

Figure 56: CO2 emissions from new vans with target levels
for 2021,2025 and 2030

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association, CGe

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association, CGe

We have calculated the potential share of EVs necessary in 2021, 2025 and 2030
to reach the required emissions reductions. We make several assumptions in
these estimates, including:


Total auto sales remain at 2020 levels (~16m units)



PHEV/BEV sales ratio remains at ~60:40



Average CO2 emissions for ICE remain the same in 2021,2025 and 2030



Average CO2 emissions for PHEV remain the same



Super credits for 2021 EV sales at a rate of 1.67 per EV

In order to reach the 2021 target, OEMs must significantly step up sales and EV
penetration rates must lift to 19%, 40% in 2025, and 65% in 2030. This compares
to our EV penetration rates of 11%, 31% and 67% respectively. It implies in our
estimates that EU car manufacturers face significant fines in 2021.
Figure 57: Required EV penetration rate to meet 2021, 2025, 2030 targets
(emission targets in green)

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association, Rho Motion, Canaccord Genuity estimates
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Government incentive schemes for EVs
In an effort to entice consumers to make the shift away for ICEs and towards EVs,
the majority of EU countries have implemented incentive schemes for the
purchase of EVs. Purchase incentives for EVs, and especially the monetary value,
differ greatly across the EU. Currently, 20 EU countries offer such payments and
7 do not. Figure 57 below outlines each of the 20 countries incentive schemes.
Figure 58: Purchase incentive schemes for EVs across different countries in EU

Source: European Automobile Association

Carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM)
Figure 59: Potential impact of CBAM
on lithium import prices

On the 5th of February 2021, the European Parliament backed a levy on carbonintensive products imported into Europe, asking the European Commission to
implement a “carbon border adjustment mechanism”.
Europe has pursued a climate-neutral by 2050 policy position, and it believes that
a lack of ambition by international partners could undermine this goal. This could
mean a risk of carbon leakage. Carbon leakage occurs when companies transfer
production to or source products from countries that are less strict about
emissions. The CBAM levels the playing field for producers with low emissions.
CBAM is a levy on carbon-intensive products imported into Europe that should
cover all imports but, as a starting point, by 2023 it should cover the power sector
and energy-intensive industrial sectors such as manufacturing of cement, steel,
chemicals and fertilisers.

Source: Assumes US$100/t CO2 and 15kg CO2 per kg of
LCE from a Chinese converter.

As an example of the potential implications of this levy, we assume that a
European buyer plans to import 1 ton of Lithium hydroxide from China and the
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Chinese producer emits on 15 tons of CO2 per ton of LCE. We assume that carbon
prices are US$100 per ton, as expected by the Bank of England and other market
forecasters. In this case the buyer would be charged an additional $1,500 per ton
of lithium hydroxide.
This would have significant cost consequences for a buyer of the size of
Volkswagen. Based on their latest announcements, VW may require more than
200,000 tons of lithium chemicals per year just for their European production sites
by 2030. If this was 100% sourced by Chinese producers, it would result in
additional expenditure of $300m per year in CBAM costs.

European EV demand expectations
Taking into consideration the government policies outlined above, we recently
revised our EU EV sales assumptions on a rebased 2020 result and model a 19%
CAGR in EU EV sales out to 2030. We expect EV penetration rates in Europe to
increase to 67% by 2030.
Figure 60: EU EV sales forecasts – 2021-30e

Figure 61: EV penetration by market

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

We believe our long-term penetration rates are reasonable given we align roughly
with the requirements to meet fleet emission standards and when looking at
Norway which has led the world in terms of adoption and incentivisation. Figure
62 below also shows why we are so interested in Europe given that it has already
adopted EVs at a much faster rate than China and the USA (although from a lower
overall base). However, we maintain that these numbers are only likely to rise
significantly over the next 4 years to 2025 driven by the momentum we are seeing
in the model roll-out and policy moves today.
Figure 62: Penetration rates in European nations are already the highest
globally

Source: Rho Motion
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What does this mean for lithium?
If the 30 giga factories that have been announced for Europe are in full production
(+700GWh) by 2030, they would collectively require c.700kt of lithium chemicals
per annum, twice the amount globally produced today! In our forecasts, we
estimate LCE demand from EVs sold in Europe to be c.850kt; however, this figure
includes a level of offshore imports.
Figure 63: Lithium demand from EVs in Europe 2018-2030

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Where can/will the lithium come from?
It is clear that the origin of raw materials will be an important factor in determining
a battery’s carbon footprint and its desirability to European consumers. Currently
the vast majority of lithium hydroxide production comes from China, where
production tends to come at a high cost to the environment. According to a Life
Cycle Analysis by Minviro, every tonne of lithium hydroxide produced from
spodumene in China generates 15 tons of CO2 emissions.
To reduce the carbon footprint of batteries, we believe manufacturers will be
required to source raw materials locally within the EU and from low carbon
jurisdictions such as the South American salars. The EU currently is coming off a
small base with next to no capacity of lithium chemicals for the battery supply
chain. There are a few projects located and being planned for in Europe including:


Vulcan Energy (ASX.VUL) Zero Carbon Lithium project (Germany) – 40kt
Lithium hydroxide over a life of +35 years. We believe this will be a
project of national interest for Germany, marking its position as a leader
in the European transition to EVs.



Rio Tinto (RIO.ASX) Jadar Lithium project (Serbia) – 55kt Lithium
hydroxide over 30 years.



European Metal Holdings (EMH.ASX) Cinovec Lithium project (Czech
Republic) – 24kt Lithium hydroxide over 30 years.



Savannah Resources (SAV.AIM) Mina do Barroso Lithium project
(Portugal) – 200kt spodumene concentrate over 11 years.



Livista Energy – 35kt Lithium hydroxide converter plant.



Infinity Lithium (INF.ASX) San Jose Lithium project (Spain) – 15kt
Lithium hydroxide over a life of 30 years.

If fully developed these projects would only satisfy between 3% and 15% of total
demand. Clearly there is a need for additional capacity within Europe; however,
seeking additional supply may not be as simple as purchasing it from international
producers. Assuming Europe does not pursue Chinese material on environmental
grounds it would purchase almost 100% of ex-China production. Quite simply,
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when considering global growth expectations and based off the current
development profile there isn’t enough lithium to satisfy demand.
Figure 64: EU LCE demand from EVs vs EU potential supply
from flagged projects 2021-2030

Figure 65: Europe would consume almost all ex-China
supply to satisfy its EV ambitions

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

Source: Company reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates

EU setting up support early to meet supply challenges
The EU has acted early to establish working groups designed to meet the
challenges of transitioning the transportation network. These groups are backed
by the EU to execute on supply security, local policy and legislation, and are in
the driver’s seat when it comes to the billions of euros that will be handed out to
incentivise the transition. The key working groups that have been established are
outlined below.

Battery Alliance
In October 2017, former Vice President of the European commission Maros
Sefcovic launched the European Battery Alliance. The alliance’s main aim is to
build up battery technology and production capacity in the EU, which is crucial for
low-emission mobility, energy storage, and Europe’s economic strategy. When
launching the alliance, Europe had almost no battery cell manufacturing at scale.
Europe only accounted for around 3% of the world market and faced a future with
a mostly foreign-supplier-dependent EU.
The alliance has attracted the industrial participation of some 440 actors and
around €100 billion in investment commitments, according to InnoEnergy

EIT InnoEnergy
The European Institute of Innovation & Technology (EIT) is an independent body
of the European Union set up in 2008 to deliver innovation across Europe. EIT
brings together leading business, education and research organisations to form
dynamic cross-border partnerships. These are called Innovation Communities,
and each is dedicated to finding solutions to a specific global challenge. EIT
Innovation Communities develop innovative products and services, start new
companies, and train a new generation of entrepreneurs, powering innovators and
entrepreneurs across Europe to turn their best ideas into products, services, jobs
and growth.

European Raw Material Alliance
The European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA) aims to make Europe economically
more resilient by diversifying its supply chains, creating jobs, attracting
investments to the raw materials value chain, fostering innovation, training young
talents and contributing to the best enabling framework for raw materials and the
Circular Economy worldwide.
The Alliance addresses the challenge of securing access to sustainable raw
materials, advanced materials, and industrial processing know-how. By 2030,
ERMA’s activities will increase the production of raw and advanced materials and
address Circular Economy by boosting the recovery and recycling of Critical Raw
Materials.
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We expect these groups to work closely with industry participants to deliver
sustainable, raw materials for the battery supply chain in Europe and assist in the
steering of what will become a centrepiece in the European economy.
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Appendix 1 – Financial Summary
Figure 66: Financial summary
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Appendix 2 – Board & Management
DR FRANCIS WEDIN, Managing Director & Founder – CEO
Lithium industry executive since 2014. Previously Executive Director of ASX-listed
Exore Resources Ltd. Three discoveries of JORC Lithium Resources on two
continents including Lynas Find, now part of Pilbara Minerals’ Pilgangoora Project
in production (ASX:PLS). Management and executive experience in resources
sector on four continents; bilingual; dual Swedish & Australian nationality.
GAVIN REZOS, Chair – Investment Banking Expert
Executive Chair/CEO positions at two companies that grew from start-ups to the
ASX 300. Extensive international investment banking experience. Investment
banking Director of HSBC with senior multi-regional roles in investment banking,
legal and compliance functions. Currently Chair of Resource and Energy Group
and principal of Viaticus Capital. Previously Non-Executive Director of Iluka
Resources, Alexium International Group and Rowing Australia.
DR HEIDI GRÖN, Non-Executive Director
Dr Grön is a chemical engineer by background with 20 years of experience in the
chemicals industry. Since 2007, Dr. Grön has been a senior executive with Evonik,
one of the largest specialty chemicals companies in the world, with a market
capitalization of €14b and 32,000 employees. She has been responsible for Global
product safety, impact assessment and strategy development for sustainability as
a part of the EU Green Deal and management of Evonik’s major investments.
RANYA ALKADAMANI, Non-Executive Director – Communications Expert
Founder of Impact Group International. A communications strategist, focused on
amplifying the work of companies that have a positive social or environmental
impact. Experience in working across media markets and for high profile people,
including one of Australia’s leading philanthropists, Andrew Forrest, and
Australia’s then-Foreign Minister and former Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd.
ROB IERACE, CFO/Company Secretary
Robert is a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Secretary with over 20 years of
experience, predominately with ASX- and AIM-listed resource and oil and gas
exploration and production companies. He has extensive experience in financial
and commercial management including experience in corporate governance, debt
and capital raising, tax planning, risk management, treasury management,
insurance, corporate acquisitions and divestment and farm in/farm out
transactions.

Technical Management Team and Consultants
DR HORST KREUTER, Co-Founder & Executive Director – Geothermal
Expert
CEO of Geothermal Group Germany GmbH and GeoThermal Engineering GmbH
(GeoT). Co- Founder of Vulcan. Successful geothermal project development &
permitting in Germany and worldwide. Widespread political, investor and industry
network in Germany and Europe. Based in Karlsruhe, local to the project area in
the Upper Rhine Valley.
DR KATHARINA GERBER, Lithium Product Manager
Former manager of geothermal lithium projects at Salton Sea, California.
Chairwoman of the German ISO/TC 333 Committee developing international
standards and regulations for lithium mining/refining/processing to battery-grade
lithium chemicals. Experienced in synthesis and characterization of active
materials for lithium ion battery and holds a patent on electrode compositions
developed with BASF. Holds PhD, MSc, and BSc in lithium chemistry from the
University of Bonn, Germany.
DR. THOMAS AICHER, Chemical Engineering Lead
Chemical engineering expert Dr. Thomas Aicher is part of Vulcan’s project
development team in Karlsruhe, Germany. Dr. Aicher has 25 years’ experience in
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chemical process innovation and industrial scale-up across a range of industries.
Awarded a PhD and MSc in Chemical Engineering from the world-renowned
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Dr. Aicher was Head of Group at
Fraunhofer Institute, one of the most prestigious organisations of applied sciences
in Europe, and Process Engineer at Fortune 500 engineering company Fluor Inc.
ALEX GRANT, DLE Technology Expert
Co-founded Lilac Solutions, one of the world’s leading direct lithium extraction
technology companies, which raised $20M from Bill Gates’s Breakthrough Energy
Ventures. Independent advisor for multiple lithium projects around the world that
seek to implement advanced technologies for production of battery quality lithium
chemical products from unconventional resources using low CO2 intensity
processes.
THORSTEN WEIMANN, Geothermal Plant Engineering Expert
Expert in geothermal and drilling technology, with more than 25 years of
professional experience. Thorsten is Technical Manager of the German
Geothermal Association (Bundesverband Geothermie e.V.) and he is well
connected in the German geothermal industry. Mr. Weimann has a diploma in
Engineering (Technical University of Munich) and an MBA (Universities of
Augsburg and Pittsburgh).
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Appendix 3 - Investment risks
Financing risks
Our analysis suggests that VUL will require additional capital to fund the
development costs for the Zero Carbon Lithium project. As a pre-cash flow
company, VUL is reliant on equity/debt/external capital to fund capital
commitments, and there is no guarantee that accessing these markets will be
achieved without dilution to shareholders. Furthermore, accurate estimates of
capital costs for the project remain subject to completion of final engineering,
which may see capital requirements exceed our model assumptions.

Permitting and construction risks
Permitting delays may result in risks of delivery of the Zero Carbon Lithium
project. Construction risks also exist, and while an EPCM contract will be sought
there may be risks of delay, cost overruns and scope changes.

Operational risks
Once in production, the company will be subject to risks such as plant/equipment
breakdowns, metallurgical (meeting design recoveries within a complex
flowsheet), materials handling and other technical issues. An increase in operating
costs could reduce the profitability and free cash generation from the operating
assets and negatively impact valuation. Further, the actual characteristics of an
ore deposit may differ significantly from initial interpretations, which can also
materially impact forecast production from original expectations.

Resource risks
The resource is subject to a number of risks and may require a high rate of capital
expenditure or changes to cost structures. Risks can also be associated with
exploration and lack of accuracy in interpretation of geochemical, geophysical,
drilling and other data. Our model assumptions include an amount of Indicated
and Inferred Resources, which may or may not ultimately be proven to be
economic and converted into Reserves.

Commodity price and currency fluctuation
The company is exposed to commodity price and currency fluctuations, often
driven by macro-economic forces including inflationary pressure, interest rates
and supply and demand of commodities. These factors are external and could
reduce the profitability, costing and prospective outlook for the business.
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“Risk-adjusted return” refers to the expected return in relation to the amount of risk associated with the designated investment or
the relevant issuer.
Risk Qualiﬁer
SPECULATIVE: Stocks bear significantly higher risk that typically cannot be valued by normal fundamental criteria. Investments in
the stock may result in material loss.
12-Month Recommendation History (as of date same as the Global Stock Ratings table)
A list of all the recommendations on any issuer under coverage that was disseminated during the preceding 12-month period
may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically) http://disclosuresmar.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx
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Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited currently is, or in the past 12 months was, a client of Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies.
During this period, Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies provided investment banking services to Vulcan Energy Resources
Limited.
In the past 12 months, Canaccord Genuity or its affiliated companies have received compensation for Investment Banking services
from Vulcan Energy Resources Limited .
In the past 12 months, Canaccord Genuity or any of its affiliated companies have been lead manager, co-lead manager or comanager of a public offering of securities of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited or any publicly disclosed offer of securities of Vulcan
Energy Resources Limited or in any related derivatives.
Canaccord Genuity or one or more of its affiliated companies intend to seek or expect to receive compensation for Investment
Banking services from Vulcan Energy Resources Limited in the next three months.
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited has received a fee as Joint Lead Manager to the Vulcan Energy Resources Limited Capital
Raising announced 2 February 2021.
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited Rating History as of 04/12/2021
AUD10
AUD8
AUD6
AUD4
AUD2
AUD0
Jul 16 Oct 16Jan 17Apr 17Jul 17 Oct 17Jan 18Apr 18Jul 18 Oct 18Jan 19Apr 19Jul 19 Oct 19Jan 20Apr 20Jul 20 Oct 20Jan 21Apr 21
Closing Price

Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)

Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Past performance
In line with Article 44(4)(b), MiFID II Delegated Regulation, we disclose price performance for the preceding five years or the
whole period for which the financial instrument has been offered or investment service provided where less than five years. Please
note price history refers to actual past performance, and that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future price and/or
performance.
Online Disclosures
Up-to-date disclosures may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically)
http://disclosures.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx; or by sending a request to Canaccord Genuity Corp. Research, Attn:
Disclosures, P.O. Box 10337 Pacific Centre, 2200-609 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V7Y 1H2; or by sending a request
by email to disclosures@cgf.com. The reader may also obtain a copy of Canaccord Genuity’s policies and procedures regarding the
dissemination of research by following the steps outlined above.
General Disclaimers
See “Required Company-Specific Disclosures” above for any of the following disclosures required as to companies referred to in
this report: manager or co-manager roles; 1% or other ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships;
research analyst conflicts; managed/co-managed public offerings in prior periods; directorships; market making in equity securities
and related derivatives. For reports identified above as compendium reports, the foregoing required company-specific disclosures
can be found in a hyperlink located in the section labeled, “Compendium Reports.” “Canaccord Genuity” is the business name used
by certain wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc., including Canaccord Genuity LLC, Canaccord Genuity Limited,
Canaccord Genuity Corp., and Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an affiliated company that is 80%-owned by Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research are employed by Canaccord Genuity Corp. a Canadian
broker-dealer with principal offices located in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, or Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US broker-dealer
with principal offices located in New York, Boston, San Francisco and Houston, or Canaccord Genuity Limited., a UK broker-dealer with
principal offices located in London (UK) and Dublin (Ireland), or Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an Australian broker-dealer
with principal offices located in Sydney and Melbourne.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research have received (or will receive) compensation
based upon (among other factors) the Investment Banking revenues and general profits of Canaccord Genuity. However, such
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authoring analysts have not received, and will not receive, compensation that is directly based upon or linked to one or more specific
Investment Banking activities, or to recommendations contained in the research.
Some regulators require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising
as a result of publication or distribution of research. This research has been prepared in accordance with Canaccord Genuity’s policy
on managing conflicts of interest, and information barriers or firewalls have been used where appropriate. Canaccord Genuity’s policy
is available upon request.
The information contained in this research has been compiled by Canaccord Genuity from sources believed to be reliable, but (with
the exception of the information about Canaccord Genuity) no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Canaccord
Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person as to its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. Canaccord Genuity
has not independently verified the facts, assumptions, and estimates contained herein. All estimates, opinions and other information
contained in this research constitute Canaccord Genuity’s judgement as of the date of this research, are subject to change without
notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility or liability.
From time to time, Canaccord Genuity salespeople, traders, and other professionals provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients and our principal trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this
research. Canaccord Genuity’s affiliates, principal trading desk, and investing businesses also from time to time make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.
This research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any designated
investments discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. As a result, the designated
investments discussed in this research may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This research is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or
company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that jurisdiction. This material is
prepared for general circulation to clients and does not have regard to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person. Investors should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an
investment decision. To the fullest extent permitted by law, none of Canaccord Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or relating to any use of the information contained in
this research.
Research Distribution Policy
Canaccord Genuity research is posted on the Canaccord Genuity Research Portal and will be available simultaneously for access by
all of Canaccord Genuity’s customers who are entitled to receive the firm's research. In addition research may be distributed by the
firm’s sales and trading personnel via email, instant message or other electronic means. Customers entitled to receive research may
also receive it via third party vendors. Until such time as research is made available to Canaccord Genuity’s customers as described
above, Authoring Analysts will not discuss the contents of their research with Sales and Trading or Investment Banking employees
without prior compliance consent.
For further information about the proprietary model(s) associated with the covered issuer(s) in this research report, clients should
contact their local sales representative.
Short-Term Trade Ideas
Research Analysts may, from time to time, discuss “short-term trade ideas” in research reports. A short-term trade idea offers a
near-term view on how a security may trade, based on market and trading events or catalysts, and the resulting trading opportunity
that may be available. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analysts' fundamental equity rating for
such stocks. A short-term trade idea may differ from the price targets and recommendations in our published research reports that
reflect the research analyst's views of the longer-term (i.e. one-year or greater) prospects of the subject company, as a result of the
differing time horizons, methodologies and/or other factors. It is possible, for example, that a subject company's common equity that
is considered a long-term ‘Hold' or 'Sell' might present a short-term buying opportunity as a result of temporary selling pressure in
the market or for other reasons described in the research report; conversely, a subject company's stock rated a long-term 'Buy' or
“Speculative Buy’ could be considered susceptible to a downward price correction, or other factors may exist that lead the research
analyst to suggest a sale over the short-term. Short-term trade ideas are not ratings, nor are they part of any ratings system, and
the firm does not intend, and does not undertake any obligation, to maintain or update short-term trade ideas. Short-term trade
ideas are not suitable for all investors and are not tailored to individual investor circumstances and objectives, and investors should
make their own independent decisions regarding any securities or strategies discussed herein. Please contact your salesperson for
more information regarding Canaccord Genuity’s research.
For Canadian Residents:
This research has been approved by Canaccord Genuity Corp., which accepts sole responsibility for this research and its dissemination
in Canada. Canaccord Genuity Corp. is registered and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
(IIROC) and is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Canadian clients wishing to effect transactions in any designated
investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity Corp. in their particular province or territory.
For United States Persons:
Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US registered broker-dealer, accepts responsibility for this research and its dissemination in the United
States. This research is intended for distribution in the United States only to certain US institutional investors. US clients wishing to
effect transactions in any designated investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity LLC.
Analysts employed outside the US, as specifically indicated elsewhere in this report, are not registered as research analysts with
FINRA. These analysts may not be associated persons of Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule
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2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a
research analyst account.
For United Kingdom and European Residents:
This research is distributed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere Europe, as third party research by Canaccord Genuity Limited,
which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This research is for distribution only to persons who are Eligible
Counterparties or Professional Clients only and is exempt from the general restrictions in section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being
distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons of a kind described in Article 19(5) (Investment Professionals) and 49(2) (High Net
Worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(as amended). It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. This material is
not for distribution in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in Europe to retail clients, as defined under the rules of the Financial Conduct
Authority.
For Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man Residents:
This research is sent to you by Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (CGWI) for information purposes and is not to
be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This research has been
produced by an affiliate of CGWI for circulation to its institutional clients and also CGWI. Its contents have been approved by CGWI
and we are providing it to you on the basis that we believe it to be of interest to you. This statement should be read in conjunction
with your client agreement, CGWI's current terms of business and the other disclosures and disclaimers contained within this
research. If you are in any doubt, you should consult your financial adviser.
CGWI is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Jersey Financial Services Commission and the
Isle of Man Financial Supervision Commission. CGWI is registered in Guernsey and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
For Australian Residents:
This research is distributed in Australia by Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited ABN 19 075 071 466 holder of AFS Licence No
234666. To the extent that this research contains any advice, this is limited to general advice only. Recipients should take into
account their own personal circumstances before making an investment decision. Clients wishing to effect any transactions in any
financial products discussed in the research should do so through a qualified representative of Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited
or its Wealth Management affiliated company, Canaccord Genuity Financial Limited ABN 69 008 896 311 holder of AFS Licence No
239052.
For Hong Kong Residents:
This research is distributed in Hong Kong by Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission. This research is only intended for persons who fall within the definition of professional investor as defined in the
Securities and Futures Ordinance. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of
persons. Recipients of this report can contact Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited. (Contact Tel: +852 3919 2561) in respect of
any matters arising from, or in connection with, this research.
Additional information is available on request.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Corp. 2021 – Member IIROC/Canadian Investor Protection Fund
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Limited. 2021 – Member LSE, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity LLC 2021 – Member FINRA/SIPC
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited. 2021 – Participant of ASX Group, Chi-x Australia and of the NSX. Authorized and
regulated by ASIC.
All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Canaccord
Genuity Corp., Canaccord Genuity Limited, Canaccord Genuity LLC or Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. None of the material, nor its
content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party, without the prior express
written permission of the entities listed above.
None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, reproduced, or distributed to any
other party including by way of any form of social media, without the prior express written permission of the entities
listed above.
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